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Abstract: Because of their unique physical and chemical properties, Rare earth elements (REEs)
perform important functions in our everyday lives, with use in a range of products. Recently, the study
of China’s rare earth elements production has become a hot topic of worldwide interest, because of
its dominant position in global rare earth elements supply, and an increasing demand for rare earth
elements due to the constant use of rare earth elements in high-tech manufacturing industries. At the
same time, as an exhaustible resource, the sustainable development of rare earth elements has received
extensive attention. However, most of the study results are based on a qualitative analysis of rare
earth elements distribution and production capacity, with few studies using quantitative modeling.
To achieve reliable results with more factors being taken into consideration, this paper applies the
generic multivariant system dynamics model to forecast China’s rare earth elements production
trend and Hubbert peak, using Vensim software based on the Hubbert model. The results show that
the peak of China’s rare earth elements production will appear by 2040, and that production will
slowly decline afterwards. Based on the results, the paper proposes some policy recommendations
for the sustainable development of China’s—and the world’s—rare earth elements market and rare
earth-related industries.

Keywords: rare earths; sustainable development; production forecast; system dynamics model;
policy recommendations

1. Introduction

The rare earth elements (REEs) are indispensable elements in modern industry, and are widely
used in the new energy, new materials, energy conservation, environmental protection, aerospace, and
electronic information industries. Because of their unique physical and chemical properties, REEs
also perform important functions in our everyday lives, with use in a range of products [1]. Currently,
there are 110 million tons of REEs reserves globally, half of which are located in China, 17.3 percent in
Russia, and 11.8 percent in the United States. Besides those, sizeable deposits are also found in Brazil,
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India, Australia, Canada, and Greenland [2]. During the 1990s, China’s REE production increased
rapidly [3]. China has become the world’s dominant producer, user, and exporter of REEs in recent
decades, and accounts for about 90% of global REEs production [4]. Especially since 2004, the change
of the world’s REEs production has been synchronized with China’s REEs production, since China’s
REEs production has considerably been close to the global REEs production.

As the world’s largest REEs producer and supplier, previous studies have been focused on
predicting the peak of China’s REEs production and supply trends [2,5–7]. However, few studies in
the field are done with quantitative methods. Most of the studies estimate the possible new REEs
production capacity based on an understanding of REEs mines or projects worldwide.

Just as with other exhaustible resources, REEs will reach a production peak in theory no matter
how much the production techniques advance. There are a number of commonly used forecasting
techniques—such as logistic models and the Hubbert model—used to predict the peak production of
exhaustible resources [8–11]. Among these models, the Hubbert model has been widely used in the
study of exhaustible resources, since it successfully predicted, in 1956, that US oil production would
peak in the 1970s, which provides us an important reference for our research. This paper attempts to
build a system dynamics model using a generic Vensim to simulate China’s REEs Hubbert peak and
production trends based on a Hubbert model, and propose some policy recommendations for different
countries based on our forecasting results.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Research on China’s REEs Supply

Rare earth elements are a very important strategic resource in China, and the difficulty of obtaining
rare earth-related data in China has always been a point of contention in the field of research. Therefore,
there is not much literature on rare earth elements production prediction, but what literature there
is can be divided into two categories. The first is forecasting the future supply of REEs based on the
production capacity of the world’s major REEs mines. Because it is an estimation made on the basis of
the production capacity of REEs mines, the estimated results in the literature are relatively short-term.
The second is forecasting medium- and long-term REEs production in China using a quantitative
forecasting model.

In terms of forecasting future REEs production based on the capacity of REEs mines, some
scholars analyze the world’s REEs supply situation based on an analysis of the foreign REEs companies’
production capacity and operation planning, REEs research programs in these companies, and Japan’s
overseas REEs investment projects [9–13]. Castor [14] thinks that REEs production in China may be
influenced by export policies, domestic demand, and price, after analyzing the REEs export policies in
China. Wübbeke [2] predicts REEs production and export volume in China, and points out that REEs
policies in China may result in the reset of overseas REEs projects, based on an analysis of China’s
Rare Earth Development Plan and media reports. The reset of overseas REEs projects will weaken
China’s dominant position in REEs supply in the long term [15,16]. However, the above research on
REEs production forecasts mainly focuses on estimating global and Chinese REEs production based on
the current and premonitory production capacity of REEs mines or programs worldwide. The results
are usually estimations of the production of the near future, rather than longer term.

In terms of forecasting medium- and long-term REEs production in China using a quantitative
forecasting model, Wang et al. [17] predicted the production of the three major rare earth elements
in China (namely, mixed rare earth, bastnasite, and ion-absorbed rare earth) before 2050 based on a
generalized Weng model. They mentioned that the models chosen to forecast the production should fit
the possibility of data acquisition. Unfortunately, there has been no information of mixed rare earths,
ionic rare earths, and bastnaesite reserves released up to date. In this context, Wang et al. [17] chose
a generalized Weng model which does not need reserves data to ensure the normal processing of
research on the predictions of different kinds of rare earth elements. Moreover, a generalized Weng
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model just makes fitting predictions on the basis of previous production data, without taking factors
including resource reserves and technological improvement into consideration.

2.2. Prediction Model of Exhaustible Resource Production

It is clear that the extraction of a definite resource must research a maximum point. In other
words, its production will decline after this point [18]. The production characteristics of nonrenewable
mineral resources makes it possible to predict by a number of commonly used forecasting techniques.
The models adopted by many scholars are a Hubbert model, which is a typical bell curve mode first
proposed by Hubbert [19–24], a modified logistic model [25,26], or some other type of bell curve
model—such as a Gaussian model [22], Gompertz model [27], HCZ model [27,28], or generalized
Weng model [29–33] to forecast nonrenewable mineral resource production. Among them, the Hubbert
model and the generalized Weng model are the most influential, as they have been widely used in the
field of exhaustible resource peak production prediction. The variables involved in the generalized
Weng model are prediction model constants a, b, and c, and exploitation time t, among which the
former three can be gotten from actual production by fitting. The variables involved in the Hubbert
model are recoverable reserves and the undetermined coefficients a and b, among which recoverable
reserves can be gotten by querying, and the coefficients can be gotten from the actual observed
value. By the comparison of the parameters in the two models, it is not difficult to find out that the
Hubbert model takes recoverable reserves as its constrained variable, while the generalized Weng
model does not. Thus, the Hubbert model is chosen as the predictive model in this paper. Moreover,
system dynamics is a popular method used in forecasting production or the demand of mineral
resources [34,35]. Frausto-solis et al. used a method called SAM-oil, which combines a simulated
annealing metaheuristic with evolutionary computing techniques, statistical analysis, and a quality
assessment of solutions to forecast oil production time series [36].

2.3. Application of the Hubbert Model

Hubbert [37] first studied the worldwide production trends of fossil fuels. Later, Hubbert [38]
introduced the logistic curve, and simulated the production peak using historical data. The Hubbert
model has been widely used in the prediction of exhaustible resource production since 1956, when it
succeeded in forecasting the United States’ oil peak production.

Many researchers have studied world and regional oil production peaks based on the Hubbert
model and Hubbert’s previous research [5–8,26,39–45]. Besides oil production peaks, the Hubbert
model has also been widely used to forecast the production of other exhaustible resources. Many
researchers use the Hubbert model to forecast world and regional coal production peaks, due to coal’s
non-renewability [19–24,46,47]. For natural gas, scholars have used the Hubbert model to predict its
production and production peaks in China and throughout the world, and have obtained reasonable
results [48–51].

3. Methodology

In view of the wide application of the Hubbert model, this paper attempts to build a system
dynamics model using a generic Vensim to simulate China’s REEs Hubbert peak and production trends
based on the Hubbert model. Some policy recommendations for different countries are proposed,
based on our forecasting results.

3.1. Hubbert Model

M.K. Hubbert first introduced the following logistic equation to estimate oil production [34,38],
which is the so-called Hubbert model of this paper.

Q =
NR

1 + e−(a×(t−tm))
(1)
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P =
a × NR × ea(t−tm)

1 + e(a×(t−tm))2 (2)

e−(a×(t−tm)) =
(NR − Q)

a
(3)

Using the above formula, the following result can be obtained:

P = aQ − aQ2

NR
= aQ

(
1 − Q

NR

)
(4)

P
Q

= a
(

1 − Q
NR

)
=

(
a − aQ

NR

)
= a − mQ (5)

where P refers to production; Q to cumulative production; NR to recoverable reserves; and tm to the
time of peak production. m denotes the decay rate of production, which equals a/NR, and is the
parameter we set for easy calculating. “a” is the prediction parameter in the Hubbert model, and we
call it the intrinsic growth rate. According to Formula (2), with other conditions being unchanged,
“P (production)” becomes bigger when a gets bigger. The prediction parameter “a” has a decisive
impact on the width of the Hubbert curve: when the prediction parameter “a” is small, the curve is
short and wide, and the peak of the curve shows late; when the prediction parameter “a” is big, the
curve is tall and thin, and the peak of the curve shows early. According to formula (2), “a” should
be calculated before “P”. Let m = a/UR in formula (5). Then, formula (5) can be described as a line
with the ordinate being the ratio of rare earth elements production and cumulative production (P/Q);
the abscissa being rare earth elements cumulative production (Q); the intercept being a; and the slope
being m. “a” and “m” can be calculated using regression methods.

However, Tao and Li [35] mentioned that using statistical regression for accurately estimating the
parameters ‘a’ and ‘m’ remains questionable, and the correct fitted methodology remains to be found.
The economist Michael Lynch [52] argues that the theory behind the Hubbert curve is too simplistic,
and relies on historical data overly. Moreover, the Hubbert model does not consider likely resource
growth, the application of new technology, basic commercial factors, or the impact of geopolitics
on production [53]. In fact, the Hubbert model is a linear model that only shows a one-way causal
relationship between variables. However, the variables in the model are mutually affected, which
could be fully revealed by a system dynamic model. Moreover, a system dynamic model could describe
and manage the dynamic evolution and the intrinsic stochastic behavior of a mass of factors inside
the variables. This enables systematic dynamics models to simulate and calculate several variables
at the same time, which is conducive to the finding of lagging relations between variables. Thus,
systematic dynamics models based on the Hubbert model can show their advantage as a dynamic
simulation model, and predict several variables at the same time. In addition, the parameter pilot
function of the simulation software Vensim can simulate the change of resource growth, and the
technical improvement in different scenes by parameter settings. Thus, considering the inherent flaws
in the modeling, a system dynamics model is presented in this paper.

In the rest of the paper, we construct a system dynamics model to simulate the Hubbert peak
using the Vensim software. Using the system dynamics model implemented in Vensim for the complex
calculations has several advantages. First, the parameters can be calculated with more suitable
values automatically. Second, a number of other relevant parameters (variables of production, actual
production, cumulative production, reserves (R) vs. production (P), and annual proved reserves
addition) can be calculated simultaneously if needed. Third, system dynamics modeling allows us to
simulate different policy strategies in order to understand system feedback effects [54].

3.2. Vensim Modeling

The generic diagram is designed for the Hubbert peak model by the Vensim software. There
are three types of variables, including two level variables (cumulative production and cumulative
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proven reserves), four rate variables (actual production, Hubbert production, proven reserves, and
annual proven reserves addition), and six auxiliary variables (production, ‘a’, recoverable reserves,
replacement rate, R vs. P, and delta reserves) (Figure 1). As long as we get the available statistical
data for the three variables annual production (P), reserves to production ratio (R/P), and recoverable
reserves (NR), we may reliably predict the time when the Hubbert peak will appear and generate a
production curve.

The first step of modeling the Hubbert peak is to input the statistical or simulating data into
the diagram.

The second step is to build the relationship between the variables, writing the inflow equations
that are presented in the Appendix A.

The core variable of this diagram is Hubbert production. The future Hubbert production is
simulated with the standard Hubbert curve equation. All of the Hubbert production data describes
the Hubbert production curve and Hubbert peak.
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3.3. Data Description

The historical data of China’s REEs production from 1988 through 1993 are from The National
Development and Reform Commission, Industry Coordination Department [55], and the data from
1994 through 2012 are from the USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) Mineral Commodity Summaries [56].
To obtain more accurate forecasting results, we simulated different scenarios based on different
recoverable reserves and growth rates.

In addition, the initial values of the level variables need to be set, including cumulative production
and cumulative proved reserves. Since the first simulating year is 2007, the initial value of cumulative
production is set to 1,232,830 tons, which equals the sum of all the production from 1988 to 2007.
The initial value of cumulative proved reserves is set to 89,000,000 tons, which is the reserve base from
the USGS [56].

4. Results and Discussion

Various possible future scenarios will appear. Therefore, predictions should have a ‘possibility
space’. In our case, a change in ‘N’ or ‘a’ will produce different forecasting results for peak time,
production, as well as for the production trends. Consequently, we first make different scenarios for
several recoverable reserves, each with the same intrinsic growth rate a = 0.057. Then, the sensitivity of
the coefficient ‘a’ at constant NR is tested.
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4.1. Scenario Analysis Based on Different Recoverable Reserve Values

The different statistical standards result in different recoverable reserves statistics. We believe that
there are two main reasons for the statistic disparity of reserves data: (i) the technological disparity in
survey and different statistic caliber between China and the U.S. (the current technology in the US
may survey more rare earth elements reserves); and (ii) the different interest in demand for rare earth
elements between China and the U.S. Rare earth elements demand countries tend to announce that
there are many more rare earth elements reserves in China than in other countries in order to make the
situation of supply exceed demand, so that buyers can have the right of pricing rare earth elements.
China tends to export rare earth elements at a higher price to cover the environmental cost of the rare
earth elements’ exploitation and separation, so it may release reserves data of the rare earth elements’
exhaustion. We analyzed different scenarios for several recoverable reserves with the same intrinsic
growth rate a = 0.057, which equals the average growth rate of China’s REEs production between 1988
and 2011 [57].

(1) Scenario 1: NR = 18,590,000 tons. This recoverable reserve value is estimated by Su Bo, the Vice
Minister of China’s Ministry of Industry, who announced that the NR of China’s REEs was
18,590,000 tons on 20 June 2012. In this scenario, the peak for China’s REEs production appears in
2038, with a value of 264,900 tons. To facilitate the later comparison of the simulation scenarios,
the results of Scenario 1 will be considered as the main results, and the equations are presented in
the Appendix A.

(2) Scenario 2: NR = 27,000,000 tons. The USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) Mineral Commodity
Summaries [56] estimated China’s REEs reserves at 27,000,000 tons in 2009, which is used for
the NR of this scenario. The results indicated that the peak for China’s REEs production appears
in 2045, with a value of 384,700 tons.

(3) Scenario 3: NR = 22,770,000 tons. This estimate comes from the Situation and Policies of China’s
Rare Earth Industry, edited by the State Council of PRC, which announced that China’s REEs
reserves account for approximately 23 percent of the world’s total. According to the USGS,
the total world’s REEs reserves are approximately 99,000,000 tons [56]. Therefore, the NR value is
approximately 22,770,000 tons. This scenario indicated that the peak for China’s REEs production
appears in 2042, with a value of 324,500 tons.

Based on the predicted results under these three scenarios above, China’s REEs production will
continue to display an upward trend for the next 30 years or so, and when production reaches the
Hubbert peak in the middle of the 21st century, production will decline. The results are shown in
Table 1 and Figure 2.

Table 1. The simulations results of three scenarios.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Peak time 2038 2045 2042
Max production (tons) 264,900 384,700 324,500
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4.2. Scenario Analysis Based on Different a Values

It is undeniable that technological advances, the development of REEs end-use industries, policy
interventions, politics, and other factors will affect China’s REEs production and peak time trends.
Moreover, the intrinsic growth rate will be changed as all of the factors change together. Thus,
we needed to test the sensitivity of the coefficient ‘a’ at a constant NR = 18,590,000 tons. The results are
shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.

When a = 0.05, the peak occurs in 2042 with a peak production of 232,400 tons. When a = 0.057,
the peak happens in 2038 with a peak production of 264,900 tons. Additionally, when a = 0.065, the
peak appears in 2034 with a peak production of 302,100 tons.

Table 2. Sensitivity analysis for intrinsic growth rate a (NR = 18,590,000 tons).

a = 0.05 a = 0.057 a = 0.065

Peak time 2042 2038 2034
Max production (tons) 232,400 264,900 302,100
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4.3. Discussion

This paper uses Hubbert model theory and Vensim to predict China’s REEs production by
constructing a system dynamics model. Compared with the traditional calculating methods for
the Hubbert model, using the system dynamics model—including Vensim—to process the complex
calculations has several advantages. First, the Hubbert model is a linear model that only shows a
one-way causal relationship between variables. However, variables in the model are mutually affected,
which could be fully revealed by a system dynamic model. Moreover, a system dynamic model
could describe and manage the dynamic evolution and the intrinsic stochastic behavior of a mass of
factors inside the variables. Therefore, the system dynamic method could yield “more suitable” values.
Second, a number of other relevant parameters can be calculated simultaneously if needed. Third,
policy tests can be conducted. Thus, this method is better than the traditional regression calculating
methods for the Hubbert model.

According to the scenario simulations with different NR values, in Scenario 1 the Hubbert
production of China’s REEs will peak in 2038, with a production peak of 264,900 tons. In Scenario 2,
the Hubbert production will peak in 2045, with 384,700 tons. In Scenario 3, the Hubbert production
will peak in 2042, with 324,500 tons. The production of China’s REEs will increase to 180,800 tons,
199,900 tons, and 191,900 tons by 2020 in the three scenarios, respectively. Therefore, the annual
predicted data and the actual data are coincident exactly from 2005 to 2011 in Scenario 1, and the
average difference is less than 10%. In addition, the predicted results are quite close to the estimates of
China’s REEs production in 2020 shown in previous scholars’ studies [2,10,11,13,17] (Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison of production prediction results for China’s REEs with the previous scholars’
studies.

Year Previous Scholars’ Studies (tons) This Study (tons)

2020
Chen Wübbeke Hurst Kingsnorth Wang sce1 sce2 sce3

>170,000 130,000–150,000 160,000 225,000 (2015) 138,027 180,800 199,900 191,900

Here, the sensitivity of the coefficient ‘a’ is tested with a constant NR = 18,590,000 tons. The results
indicate that when a = 0.05, China’s REEs production will peak in 2042, with a production of
232,400 tons; when a = 0.057, the peak will appear in 2038, with a production of 264,900 tons; and
when a = 0.065, the peak will occur in 2034, with a production of 302,100 tons.

By comparison, it indicates that the time of peak and production are significantly dependent on
the ‘NR’ and ‘a’ values. In other words, the key to accurate theoretical predictions is to determine
reasonable values of ‘NR’ and ‘a’. In fact, advances in technology tend to raise NR, which promotes
production, and delays the timing of the peak. From the scenarios’ predicted results, when ‘NR’ is
large, China’s REEs production life cycle will be extended, and the peak value will be greater. On the
other hand, the intervention of technical factors, REEs end-use industry development, and political
factors will cause the change of intrinsic growth ‘a’, and subsequently increase peak production. At the
same time, the life cycle of the resource’s exploitation will be shortened, which coincides with the
scenario simulation results.

In addition, the changes of the impact factors will influence the trends and the peak of the
production, including technical factors, the development of REEs end-use industries, intervention
factors, political factors, and other factors. For simplicity, we simulated the changes of the above
impact factors together through the intrinsic growth rate ‘a’, instead of separately considering the
effect on China’s REEs production of individual change in the impact factors, since the historical
data and trends reflect the coupled impact of the above factors. However, because of these factors’
uncertainty, the possibility cannot be excluded that the future production and the peak time will
have to be different from the results predicted in this paper. Ideally, these differences will involve the
forecast’s trend-line fluctuations.
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By comparison, we found that there is a big difference between our results and Wang et al. [17].
The difference in results may be for three reasons. The first is the different prediction objects.
Wang et al. [17] made predictions on three kinds of main rare earth elements, including mixed rare
earths, ionic rare earths, and bastnaesite, while this paper made predictions on the total amount of rare
earth elements. The second reason is the different sources of previous production data. The data on
rare earth elements production from 1994 to 2012 in this paper was from the USGS (U.S. Geological
Survey) Mineral Commodity Summaries, while the data in Wang et al. [17] was from The National
Development and Reform Commission, Industry Coordination Department. The disparity of previous
data on production from the different sources resulted from a different statistic caliber. The third
reason is the different variables between the generalized Weng model and the systematic dynamics
model based on the Hubbert model. The variables involved in the generalized Weng model are the
prediction model constants a, b, and c, and the exploitation time t, among which the former three can be
gotten from actual production by fitting; while the systematic dynamics model based on the Hubbert
model in this paper takes technological advances, the development of REEs end-use industries, policy
interventions, politics, and other factors into comprehensive consideration (in addition to recoverable
reserves), and these factors are represented by the intrinsic growth rate ‘a’. Future REEs production is
thus estimated by the simulation of different ‘a’. Compared with the generalized Weng model, the
systematic dynamics model based on the Hubbert model used in this study takes more factors into
consideration, which leads to a difference in predicted results between the two models.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1. Conclusions

REEs are indispensable elements in modern industry, because of their unique physical and
chemical properties and their wide applications. Based on the important position in the world of
China’s REEs production and the development of REEs-related industries, China’s REEs supply and
peak prediction have increasingly been the target of interest of researchers worldwide. To achieve
more accurate results, this paper applies the Hubbert model to simulate China’s REEs production peak
and trends. The following conclusions have been drawn based on the forecasting results.

(1) The Hubbert model is applicable in the field of REEs supply issues.

As a peak predictive model, the Hubbert model is usually used in forecasting the peak and trends
of nonrenewable resource production. Similar to other exhaustible resource, the REEs production
curve is a bell-shaped curve that gradually increase to maximum output and then keep a short
peak, finally gradually decline. When the output reached the maximum point, the production
will not increase any more. The Hubbert model is adopted in this paper to study production
peak and trends of China’s REEs. By comparing the real and forecasted production of China’s
REEs from 2007 to 2011, we find that the average difference rate is small and in main result it is
less than 10%, which means that the Hubbert model is rational and applicable for China’s REEs
production forecasting.

(2) China’s REEs production peak will appear by the middle of the 21st century.

According to the simulation, considering the varying range of ‘NR’ and the parameter ‘a’, the
peak of REEs production in China will occur between 2034 and 2042, with peak productions
of approximately 232,400 to 384,700 tons. Chinese REEs output will grow approximately 2.5%
annually before peaking, and will decrease afterwards.

(3) A positive correlation exists between the production peak and the parameters of ‘NR’ and ‘a’.

Theoretically, advances in technology will increase the value of ‘NR’. Similarly, changes in
technology, policy, and the development of REEs end-use industries will bring about the change
of parameter ‘a’, and thus affect the trends and peaks of REEs production. The results of the
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scenario analysis indicate that the life cycle of China’s REEs production will be extended, and
the peak value will be greater, when the ‘NR’ value is increased by the influence of technological
advances. Similarly, if the parameter ‘a’ is increased through the influence of the above-mentioned
factors, the REEs production peak will increase, but the life cycle in China will be shortened.

5.2. Policy Recommendation

Based on the conclusions above, some policy suggestions are proposed, as follows.

5.2.1. Policy Recommendations for China

Increase exploration efforts. China should actively develop geological exploration technology,
and intensify geological prospecting to find new REEs mines, since China is a country rich in REEs.
The world will face a serious shortage of REEs supply without China’s active participation, and China
will then lose great opportunities for profit in the world market if the peaking time comes as predicted
in this paper, since the REEs end-industry will continue to develop, and great demand can be expected
at that time.

Increase the recovery ratio. In China, the technologies for mining in REEs production are far from
advanced. Some small- and medium-sized companies only skim the upper rich layer of REEs minerals
with rough equipment or tools. The mining recovery rate is low. At present, the average recovery rate
of REEs resources from the state-owned mines is 60%, whereas that from the private mines is less than
40%, and that from most of the illegal mines is only 5% [58]. The life cycle of China’s REEs resources
will be extended, and the arrival of China’s REEs production peak will be put off, if the recovery ratio
of REEs can be increased and the intrinsic growth rate ‘a’ can be reduced.

5.2.2. Policy Recommendations for Other Countries

Countries with rich REEs resources should restart their REEs mines to gradually reduce their
dependence on China’s REEs, and attempt to explore substitutes for REEs and alternative technologies.
According to the forecasts, China’s REEs resources will peak by the middle of the 21st century. With
the development of REEs-related industries, the demand for REEs will continue to increase. Given
the pattern of supply of REEs in the world (China accounting for 97% of the world’s supply of REEs),
a worldwide REEs supply and demand gap will appear after the peak. Thus, REEs resource-rich
countries should consider restarting their REEs mines to relieve the world’s REEs supply pressure.

Countries without resource endowments should make efforts in the development of REEs
recycling technologies, and in seeking substitutes for REEs resources in addition to alternative
technologies.

5.2.3. Global Efforts at Forming a Sustainable Exploitation and Utilization Mechanism for Rare Earth
Element Resources

International communities should establish a sustainable development organization for world
rare earth elements resources—just like Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries in the
field of petroleum—in order to form a sustainable exploitation and utilization mechanism for the
resources, from the perspective of a worldwide effort to protect an important resource, and ensure
its sustainable development in terms of an ecological economy. International communities should
aim at realizing the efficient and sustainable exploitation, utilization, and optimized allocation of
rare earth elements, including building a rare earth elements price-forming mechanism, a rare earth
elements technological innovation mechanism, an ecological environment compensation mechanism,
and a unified supervision and management mechanism, by the macro overall planning and scientific
management of the world’s rare earth elements resources.
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Appendix

(1) a = 0.057
(2) actual production = production

Units: tons
(3) annual proved reserves addition = hubbert prd + delta resv

Units: tons
(4) cumulative prd = INTEG (hubbert prd, 1.71683 × 106)

Units: tons
(5) cumulative proved reserves = INTEG (annual proved reserves addition, 8.9 × 107)

Units: tons
(6) deltaresv = DELAY1 (proved reserves, 1)

Units: tons
(7) FINAL TIME = 2100

Units: year
The final time for the simulation.

(8) hubbertprd = IF THEN ELSE (Time ≤ 2005, actual production, (1-cumulative prd/ultimate
reserves) × cumulative prd × a)
Units: tons

(9) INITIAL TIME = 1988
Units: Year
The initial time for the simulation.

(10) production = WITH LOOKUP (
Time,
((1988,29640),(1989,25220),(1990,16480),(1991,16150),(1992,21340),(1993,22100),(1994,30600),
(1995,48000),(1996,55000),(1997,53300),(1998,65000),(1999,70000),(2000,73000),(2001,73000),
(2002,88000),(2003,92000),(2004,95000),(2005,119000),(2006,120000),(2007,120000),(2008,120000),
(2009,129000),(2010,130000),(2011,105000),(2100,9 × 1012)))
Units: tons

(11) proved reserves = hubbertprd × R vs P
Units: tons

(12) R vs. P = WITH LOOKUP (
Time,
((1988,627),(1989,736),(1990,1125),(1991,1147),(1992,867),(1993,836),(1994,603),(1995,384),(1996,334),
(1997,344),(1998,281),(1999,260),(2000,248),(2001,247),(2002,204),(2003,195),(2004,187),(2005,149),
(2006,147),(2007,146),(2008,145),(2009,134),(2010,132),(2011,162),(2020,1000),(2050,10000)))

(13) replacement rate = annual proved reserves addition/hubbert prd
(14) ultimate reserves = 1.859 × 107

Units: tons
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